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About This Game
Michiru's quest to save the world by sealing the Chaos that threatens it is progressing flawlessly... except for the fact that her
fellow Magical Girl and rival, Kazuki, is beating her at every turn! She wants to prove her worth as a Magical Girl, and win the
Magic wish that can make her dreams come true, but so far, all she's proven is that she's a failure.
Then, just as it seems that Michiru may have actually done something right for once, and earned Kazuki's respect in the process,
a flash of light and an ominous rumbling noise interrupt her rejoicing. Michiru is dumbfounded, while Kazuki merely remarks:
"I never thought it would come so soon..." Just what could be heading their way?
This visual novel, a spinoff of the popular "Fruit of Grisaia" series, follows Michiru's adventures in an anime-like format of 13
episodes. It is split into two Parts: Part 2 continues where Part 1 leaves off, and contains the last 6 episodes.
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idol magical girl chiru chiru michiru part 2. idol magical girl chiru chiru michiru part 2 badge. idol magical girl chiru chiru
michiru part 2 badge. idol magical girl chiru chiru michiru part 2
10/10 Will press ctrl again.. More CG, but shorter than part 1. It's more serious and less easy-going than part 1, too.
Still overpriced...
Why does it has to be split into 2 parts, anyway?. its really woth if u grisaia fans and also michiru fans to buy this game
this game got light story with lot of joke and also got baka&cute magical girl michiru as main char
this game also got good artwork
. If you played The Fruit of Grisaia, then bought the Michiru spin-off, don't expect to bawl your eyes out like many others have.
This is a much more light hearted game. If you liked the long common route or part 1 of the spin off (assuming you are reading
this because you are wondering to buy part 2 after finishing part 1), then you will enjoy this for it's little skits and not so serious
story.
Even though this is a spin-off, some of the characters from the sequal of the main series show up, but knowing who they are is
what all really matters, so it's not a terribly huge spoiler alert. Watching all of the anime adaptations should be more than
enough.
Like The Fruit of Grisaia, you have the choice of either choosing to go windowed mode, which you can't customize, or full
screen. I would rather have the windowed mode to be the same size as in Grisaia and not the overly huge screen that has little
difference form full screen.
Pressing F12 (default minimize and screenshot button) and then another regular key still makes your game take a screenshot
until you restart the game.
Michiruisbestgirl/10. This game is about hope.
This game is about love.
Give it to someone is really important to you.. Well I bought the first one, so I may as well complete the set.. its really woth if u
grisaia fans and also michiru fans to buy this game
this game got light story with lot of joke and also got baka&cute magical girl michiru as main char
this game also got good artwork
. My full review can be found here: http://www.the-backlog.net/idol-magical-girl-chiru-chiru-michiru-part-2-review/
Disclaimer: I was provided a copy for review by the publisher.
Following the events of Part 1, a dangerous threat has appeared for Michiru and Kazuki! What could it be? Idol Magical Girl
Chiru Chiru Michiru Part 2 takes on a generally more serious tone in comparison to Part 1. Don't worry - there's still plenty of
laughs to be had within! The final 6 episodes sees the story wrap up nicely, though I was left curious about a few points that I'm
guessing might be more explained in the main Grisaia series (I haven't played it yet).
I wouldn't suggest playing Part 2 without having done Part 1 first, but I do recommend Part 2 if you've played Part 1. You'll end
up extremely confused otherwise as there are no introductions to the characters and you're just thrown in. I know this is pretty
much a given, but I wanted to put it out there in case. They are a bit expensive on their own though, so you may be better off
trying to get them on a sale.. Though there are somethings that didn't go smooth in both scenarios and translations, I think the
core story itself is a very fulfilling one for original Grisaia fans. Elements such as events, dialogues and expressions had
marvelously emphasized the character without spoiling the original game. Cuteness enhanced to the MAX. ;w;
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It's got Michiru.. This is the second and final chapter of the Magical Girl CCM saga... and it is just as much of a funny blast as
the first volume. It also has an undercurrent of heart that is wonderful.
I shall recommend this, but would suggest waiting until it is on-sale, and that you acquire the first volume at the same time. It
might be a bit confusing otherwise.. Magical girl v2\/20. Paid $20 for 2 hours of gameplay. WURF IT. Magical girl v2/20. I'll
go ahead and review Part 1 and Part 2 together as they're one complete cohesive story.
Frontwing is well known for their popular VN series named Grisaia. This is a spin off game that uses the characters from the
Grisaia series but puts them in a completely alternate world. The VN is laid out in an Anime style format with 13 Episodes
complete with Intros, Outros and recaps at the beginning of most of the episodes. I liked this format very much and it allowed
me to easily identify convenient stopping points for taking breaks or stopping reading for the night.
The characters are all quite unique and they all bring something different to the table. I haven't played the Grisaia games yet
because they're quite expensive, but if these personalities carry over than I already know I'll enjoy the series.
I'd have to say the story was about 60% humor, 35% serious and 5% fanservice. It was very mild in terms of lewdness but there
were a few good inuendos mixed in there. I won't go into detail about the story because well, I don't have any interest in possibly
spoiling anything. But it was decently entertaining.
The visuals are pretty solid. I saved screenshots of most of the CGs for use as desktop backgrounds because they were pretty
good.
Overall I'd say the two games are a solid 7/10. Not a "must buy", but certainly worth the money for VN fans.. Well I bought the
first one, so I may as well complete the set.. For all those cliff hangers in the ending of part 1, it's just a rain. Casual Kazuki's
joke.
Kazukibestgrill/10
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